
We’re Gardening For Good. That’s why our 
fertilizer made from food waste is 100% 
certified organic and safe for both people and 
pets. It contains no chemicals, just innovative 
microorganisms that give back to the earth. 

We’re Gardening For Good. That’s why we rescue 
food waste that would otherwise end up in a 
landfill and transform it into safe, organic fertilizers 
that give back to the soil.   Our goal, to fight 
climate change and reduce our carbon footprint. 
We’re for a zero waste future and a safe, effective 
and environmentally responsible approach to 
gardening.  We also know that gardeners can 
create habitat for wildlife, and their gardens 
help cool their cities in the summer and improve 
the air quality. It’s all about gardening for good.

CONTACT US

1660 Enterprise Road, 
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 4L4
Toll Free: 1-866-642-4668
info@nurturegrowthbio.com
www.nurturegrowthbio.com

@NurtureGrowthBio

@nugrowthbio

@nugrowthbio

WE BELIEVE IN GARDENS THAT ARE 
SAFE FOR ALL LIVING THINGS 

WE CARE ABOUT THE PLANET



Stage
Application

Nurture 
Growth

Water
Coverage 

Area
Frequency Instructions

Seed
Soak 1 tsp 125 mL NA once Soak seeds in diluted solution for 

24 hrs. 

Germination 1/2  tsp 500 mL 4 seeds 7 days Apply mixture until the sprout is 
soaked in solution. 

Seedling 2 tsp 1 L
4

 plants
7 days Apply mixture until the seedling is 

soaked in solution. 

Vegetative 2 tsp 1 L 1 plant 7 days Apply mixture on leaves of the 
plant.

Pre & 
Flowering 2 tsp 1 L 1 plant

3-4
days

Apply mixture on leaves of the 
plant.  Safe to apply up to harvest 

• Calculate application area
• Refer to chart to determine dilution rate
• Measure the amount of Nurture Growth bio-fertilizer needed and empty into container
• Fill container with water as per application chart 
• Apply mixture on the leaves of the plant and empty the rest onto soil.
• Use mixture within 48 hrs.

NURTURE GROWTH INSTRUCTIONS

NURTURE GROWTH VS. 
SYNTHETIC FERTILIZER

NURTURE
GROWTH

SYNTHETIC
FERTILIZER

100% certified organic

Easy to use 

Naturally boost yield and bud 
density by 10-20% 

Protects from overfeeding or 
burning

Unlock Nitrogen, Potassium and 
Phosphorus 

Builds immunity to resist disease 
such as botrytius & pythium

Applied during all stages

Improves soil health

Environmentally Friendly

Chemical resin in taste

Toxic build-up of chemicals and 
salts that can be deadly to plant

Produced from non-renewable 
resources, including fossil fuels

Change the soil pH and upset 
beneficial microbial ecosystems

“What I didn’t like  about other products was that I 
used six different types of fertilizers and nutrients, 
which also cost a bundle. I was determined to 
find a fertilizer that could feed my plants during 
all stages and was affordable. My first crop using 
Nurture Growth was literally dripping with flowers 
and terpenes. 
  I couldn’t be more thrilled with my results. I now 
have what I’d call an award winning crop of CBD!  
Thanks Nurture Growth!“ 

Pat S, London, ON, July 2019


